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ABSTRACT 
This report  covers  work performed through January 14, 1966 under NASA 
A total of 30 samples  of Ti  - 2 2  at. 70 Nb, representing Contract NAS8-5356. 
30 separate  variations of aging time and temperature ,  were  fabricated and 
tested to determine the effect of metallurgical preparation on the superconduct- 
ing properties of such transition-metal alloy superconductors. 
found for cr i t ical  cur ren t  density with respect  to aging temperature;  a broader  
maximum a s  a function of aging time. 
super-current  instabilities for values of dH/dt up to the maximum ra te  of 2000 
Gauss / sec  while the field was in the positive sense;  SN transit ions were  
observed for 3 samples a s  the f ie ld  sense became negative for values of dH/dt 
> 1000 Gauss/sec.  
A maximum was 
None of the samples tested exhibited any 
Broad double transit ions were  observed for  both H and T (initial t empera -  r C 
t u re )  samples aged a t  600 to 650°C. 
and physical propert ies  indicate that H 
a r e  functions of the composition of the continuous phase of the alloy. 
flux pinning effect of the cy -Ti  precipitate has  been correlated with precipitate 
spacing. 
Correlations between the metallurgical 
and T of warm-aged Ti - 2 2  at. 70 Nb r C 
Also, the 
The resul ts  thus indicate that the superconducting properties of 
Ti  - 2 2  2:. 7’ f\Jb i)~_rtjnent magcet .lesig,n ca,n he x .~ i r icd  i~ 2 nredirtahle r- ------I-- 
manner.  
conducting propert ies  is applicable to most  of the binary transit ion-metal  alloy 
sys tems.  
It i s  also felt that the method described f o r  optimizing the high supe r -  
Mr. L. C. Salter w a s  the principal investigator;  Mr. J. Raymond prepared 
the 30 samples and conducted the cri t ical  cur ren t  survey. Dr. R. W. Boom and 
Mr. J. B. Vetrano made various advisory contributions to the work. High field 
facil i t ies were  made available a t  the North American Science Center and a t  Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory. 
* 
‘::We part icular ly  thank Drs .  T .  G. Berlincourt  and A .  C. Thorsen of the NAA 
Science Center for the use of their pulsed magnets and D r .  W.  F. Gauster ,  
ORNL, for the use  of a large bore dc field facility. 
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1. Ti-Nb CHARACTERIZATION 
A. INTRODUCTION * 
It has been shown that bulk superconducting propert ies ,  such a s  upper c r i t i ca l  
field (H ) and cr i t ical  temperature  (T ), of homogeneous, transit ion-metal  c2 C 
alloys are determined by the metallurgical composition of the superconduc - 
tor. (" 2, It is a lso known that the cr i t ical  cur ren t  (J ) of Type I1 alloy super -  
conductors is greatly dependent upon metallurgical microstructure ,  although 
the mechanism is  only qualitatively understood. 
ing propert ies ,  in particular J 
composition and microstructure ,  and the high field character is t ics  can be varied 
by proper  metallurgical preparation.") It is the purpose of this portion of the 
program to investigate the effect of metallurgical preparation on the supe r -  
conducting propert ies  of such transit ion-metal  alloy superconductors. The 
approach taken w a s  to study a single binary alloy; the Ti  - 2 2  at. 70 Nb alloy was 
chosen because company-sponsored r e sea rch  has revealed that J of this alloy 
can be greatly improved with simple w a r m  aging t reatments  ( see  Figure 1 )  
without requiring severe  cold work.") To completely explore the effect of heat 
t reatment  on this alloy, combinations of w a r m  aging t ime and temperature  were  
chosen according to the schedule in Figure 2. 
warm-aging scneduie was cnosen to  span the two-phase region of the Ti-Nb 
phase d i ag ramj3)  shown in Figure 3. F r o m  this diagram, it is seen that a t  
C 
Thus, high field superconduct- 
T , and HcZ, are determined by metallurgical 
c J  c 
C 
The temperature  range in the 
equi!itjri-Gii? a PGzl --L--* p i a n =  a L I  -+.....-+..- u L c u r e  (@-Ti and (3=Nb) ~ i ? !  result  a t  t empera tures  
l e s s  than 680°C. 
The tes ts  performed on each sample were: 
1 )  Metallurgical t es t s :  photomicrographs, KHN hardness ,  and x - ray  
diffraction patterns for  composition determinations. 
2 )  Superconducting tes t s :  res is t ive upper cr i t ical  field (H 5 Hc2),  r 
c r i t i ca l  temperature  (T  ), and crit ical  cur ren t  (J ) versus  applied t r ansve r se  
field. 
C C 
3) Other measurements  included normal  s ta te  resist ivity at  300°K and 
4.2"K. 
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Figure 2. Warm Aging Schedules for 
Ti - 2 2  at. % Nb Wire Samples 
(Sample numbers a r e  shown in squares)  
The sample f o r m  chosen was a 0.010-in. -diameter wire. Samples were  
prepared,  then heat t reatments  were compieted according to the sciiedule sliowii 
in F igure  2. Two 4-in. -long samples were  annealed a t  each t ime and tempera-  
ture:  one sample for metallurgical examinations, H and T tes t s  and one for 
J v e r s u s  t ransverse  H tests.  
before annealing. 
r C 
The la t te r  sample was bent into hairpin shape 
C 
The tes t s ,  resul ts ,  and correlations a r e  presented below. 
B. CRITICAL CURRENT MEASUREMENTS 
1. Experiment 
The cr i t i ca l  cur ren t  density versus  t ransverse  magnetic field curves  (J 
C 
ver sus  H)  were  measured on warm aged samples  mounted in hairpin fashion. 
Super -to -normal joints were  made by inserting the chemically cleaned wi re  ends 
in a 0.025-in. -diameter by 1.0-in. hole dril led in well-annealed 0.10-in. - 
diameter  copper conductor and pressing the joint in a common laboratory press .  
11 
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The sample and joints were  then secured by potting in Emerson  and Cumings 
Stycast No. 2850 FT epoxy. 
in fields up to 4 5  kgauss (supplied by a superconducting solenoid). 
cur ren t  was supplied by a 12-volt battery bank and controlled with two large 
carbon-pile res i s tors .  
I 
The J versus H measurements  were  taken a t  4.2"K 
Sample 
The experimental c i rcui t ry  is shown in Figure 4.  
- 1  -------- - ----- 
I SAMPLE I 
I 0.00025fi 
( 1  v2 
d c  POWER 
SUPPLY 
I 
PROTECTIVE I I 
I SHUNT 
I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - -  - 1  
0.001 a ' 
VI CRYOGENIC ENVIRONMENT 
CURRENT 
CONTROL 
t 
I .  
VI MAGNET FIELD I= 
1- V3 VOLTAGE ACROSS SAMPLE I -
2- I8 - 66 
Figure 4. Experimental Circuitry for  Short 
Sample LT versus H and Stability Tes ts  
2468 - 2503 
The experimental  procedure consisted of holding the field constant and increas  - 
ing sample cur ren t  until the w i r e  went normal. 
unique curve which was labeled the standard J versus  H curve. 
repeated af ter  a 6-month interval to eliminate the possibility of room-  
tempera ture  aging; none was observed. 
2. Results 
This procedure defined a 
All t es t s  were  
The J versus  H curves a r e  shown in Figures  5 through 15, in conjunction with 
C 
the upper cr i t ical  field measurements.  
cussed  in Section I.D. Each figure shows resul ts  for wi re  samples  annealed at 
the s a m e  temperature  for  different t imes.  Values for J at  20  kG a s  a function 
of warm-aging t ime and temperature a r e  listed in Table 1. It reaches a well- 
defined maximum for -400°C aging temperature ,  and a broad maximum in the 
aging t ime between 300 and 1000 min. 
Crit ical  field measurements  a r e  dis - 
C 
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Figure 6. Crit ical  Current Densities and Resistive 
Upper Crit ical  Fields a t  4.2"K for  0.01 -in. - 
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Figure 10. Critical Current Densities and Resistive 
Upper Critical Fields at 4.2'K for 0.01-in. - 
Diameter Ti - 22 at. '% Nb Wires Warm 
Aged at 400°C for the Times Shown 
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Figure 11. Cri t ical  Current  Densities and Resistive 
Upper Cri t ical  Fields a t  4.2"K for  0.Ol-in. - 
Diameter Ti - 22 at. Nb W i r e s  W a r m  
Aged a t  450°C for the Times  Shown 
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F i g u r e  12. C r i t i c a l  C u r r e n t  Densities and R e s i s t i v e  
U p p e r  Crit ical  Fields at 4.2"K f o r  0.01 -in. - 
Diameter Ti - 2 2  at. 70 Nb W i r e s  W a r m  
Aged at 500°C f o r  the Times Shown 
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Figure 13. Crit ical  Curren t  Densi t ies  and Resis t ive 
Upper Cri t ical  Fields  at 4.2'K fo r  0.01-in. - 
Diameter  T i  - 2 2  at. 70 Nb W i r e s  W a r m  
Aged a t  550°C for  the T i m e s  Shown 
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Figure  14a. Crit ical  Curren t  Densit ies and 
Resistive Upper Cri t ical  Fields at 4.2"K for  
W a r m  Aged at 600°C for  the Times  
Shown, Sample 5 
0.01 -in. -Diameter T i  - 22  at. 70 N b  W i r e s  
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Figure 14b. Cri t ical  Curren t  Densi t ies  and Resis t ive 
Upper Cri t ical  Fields  a t  4.2"K for 0.01 -in. - 
Diameter  T i  - 2 2  at. To Nb W i r e s  Warm 
Aged a t  6 0 0 0 ~  for  the T i m e s  Shown, 
Sample 6 
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F igure  14c. Cri t ical  Curren t  Densities and Resistive 
Upper Crit ical  Fields a t  4.2'K for  0.01-in. - 
Diameter  Ti - 22 at. 70 N b  Wires W a r m  
Aged at 6 0 0 ° C  fo r  the Times  Shown, 
Sample 1 2  
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Figure 15a. Cri t ical  Curren t  Densi t ies  and Resis t ive 
Upper Cri t ical  Fields  a t  4 .2"K fo r  0.01-in. - 
Diameter  Ti - 2 2  at. 70 N b  Wires  Warm 
Aged a t  650°C for  the T imes  Shown, 
Sample 2 3  
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Figure 15b. Crit ical  Current  Densities and 
Resistive Upper Crit ical  Fields a t  4.2"K for  
0.01 -in. -Diameter Ti - 2 2  at. 70 Nb Wires 
Warm Aged at 650°C for the Times 
Shown, Sample 11 
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Figure 15c. Cr i t ica l  Current  Densit ies and Resis t ive 
Upper Cri t ical  Fields a t  4.2"K f o r  0.01-in. - 
Aged at 650°C f o r  the T imes  Shown, 
Sample 1 
Diameter  Ti - 2 2  at. yo N b  W i r e s  W a r m  
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TABLE 1 
SUMMARY O F  MEASURED PHYSICAL PROPERTIES O F  
Ti  - 2 2  at. 70 Nb ALLOY AFTER VARIOUS WARM AGING TREATMENTS 
Aging 
Parametc 
T e m p e r a t u r e  
('C) 
200 
250 
300 
350 
400 
450 
500 
550 
600 
650 
8 
T i m e  
(min )  
10  
3000 
36,000 
10 
1000 
3000 
300 
1035 
3020 
103 
300 
980 
45  
100 
300 
10  
45  
! ee 
30 
114 
300 
34 
3000 
2880 
10  
300 
1000 
3 
34 
1560 
Sample 
800'C 
2 
10 
25 
18  
4 
3 
24 
1 3  
15  
17 
22 
14 
26 
19  
29 
27 
21 
2a 
30 
7 
9 
20 
16 
8 
5 
6 
12 
23 
11 
1 
Post -aging 
Resistivity 
a t  300°K 
pf ( m - c m )  
115  +2 
107 
107 
NAt 
103 
105  
88 
81 
82 
69 
7 5  
59 
68 
7 8  
71 
67 
79 
66 
71 
68 
72 
71 
77 
7 5  
77 
85 
88 
90 
70 
113 
108 
Yorrnal S ta te  
Res is t iv i ty  
a t  4.2"K 
P, (m-cm) 
105 
94 
90  
87 
97 
84 
55 
67 
41 
34 
41 
50 
29 
5 3  
3 6  
NA 
47 
3 6  
34 
29 
32 
30  
56 
51 
50  
68 
52 
7 3  
98  
99 
94 
202 
24 1 
395 
NA 
382 
426 
480 
NA 
423 
207 
423 
454 
409 
37 0 
423 
360 
359 
NA 
347 
NA 
21 1 
282 
253 
NA 
2 07 
226 
236 
NA 
NA 
234 
21 6 
Jc at 20 kG 
~ 1 04 amp / c m 2 )  
5.0 
5.0 
5.2 
4.0 
4.0 
4.2 
16.0 
8.6 
22.0 
NA 
22.0 
23.0 
26.0 
21.0 
31.5 
NA 
17.5 
23.5 
16.5 
13.0 
11.5 
8.9 
4.1 
1.9 
1.8 
0.85 
2.80 
0.91 
0.19 
0.23 
0.16 
~ __ 
TC* 
(OK) 
~ 
6.98 
6.93 
6.49 
6.47 
6.78 
6.51 
7.55 
7.20 
8.50 
8.70 
8.38 
8.48 
8.89 
8.26 
8.67 
NA 
8.18 
8.61 
8.75 
8.51 
8.60 
8.81 
8.16 
8.32 
8.51 
7.53 
7.33 
8.19 
7.92 
8.03 
NA 
6.75 
6.3E 
6.8: 
6.6t 
6.7( 
-
H,* at 
(kc )
4.2OK 
7 0  
6 8  
61 
55 
61 
61 
7 9  
7 6  
97 
101 
100 
99 
106  
103 
108 
NA 
101 
108 
107 
I05 
109 
110 
97 
99 
102 
84 
63 
96  
7 6  
92 
70  
60 
42 
68  
46  
54 
Nb i n  
1 - P h a s e  
(at. %) 
22.0 
22.0 
22.0 
22.0 
22.0 
22.0 
23.4 
-23.0 
40.8 
47.5 
44.2 
46.0 
46.7 
44.9 
43.1 
NA 
44.2 
41.7 
53.6 
44.9 
42.6 
48.9 
40.8 
41.2 
37.3 
32.9 
39.6 
35.7 
-23 
23.4 
25.7 
tNot applicable.  
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Figure 16. Example of Supercurrent  Instability in Nb-Zr 
Wire, 0.010 in. Diameter ,  4 .2"K 
. 
30 
The J versus  H measurement  for sample 9 (500°C - 300 min) w a s  extended * C 
to  75 kG using facilities a t  ORNL. This data is shown in Figure 12. 
Sample 29 (400°C - 300 min) burned out upon testing, and only one data  point 
5 (Jc = 1.3 x 10  amp/cm2 at 30 kG) was obtained. This point agrees  well with 
that of sample 26 (400°C - 45 min). 
C. SUPERCURRENT STABILITY TESTS 
1. Description 
Supercurrent stability of the warm-aged T i  - 2 2  at. 70 Nb wire  samples  has  
This measurement consists of testing a short  wire  sample been investigated. 
carrying a dc cur ren t  for super-to-normal (SN) transit ions in a t ime -varying 
magnetic field. 
standard J versus  H curve (defined in Section I. A. ). 
conductors, a region of instability can be found. (4' 5, F o r  a typical Nb-Zr wire ,  
this region is bounded in field between approximately 5 and 30 kG and in cur ren t  
density between a minimum of 5 x 10 
curve,  as i l lustrated in Figure 16.(4) Generally,  for  a particular mater ia l ,  the 
s i ze  of this region i s  dependent upon the ra te  of change of field, with the degree 
of iiistaf;i?ity- increasi.;.,g with ilzcrezsing rlH!dt, 
our work, the s ize  of the unstable region i s  material-dependent. 
Unstable samples go normal  at f ield-current values below the 
F o r  unstable super -  
4 amp/cm2 and the standard J ve r sus  H 
Also, and most  important for  
(4 ) 
The samples were  the same as used in the J ve r sus  H tes ts  discussed in the 
preceding section. 
preceding tes t s  except that the magnetic field cur ren t  control was operated in 
the constant dH/dt mode instead of the constant cur ren t  mode. The magnetic 
field could be increased 01- decreased at  r a t e s  between 5 and 2000 gauss / sec .  
The experimental c i rcui t ry  is a l so  the s a m e  a s  in the 
The experimental  sequence is as follows: After a sample cur ren t  is es tab-  
l ished in ze ro  field, the field ramp i s  initiated a t  the prese t  value of dH/dt. 
some current-field value, the sample w i l l  become normal  ( res i s t ive)  and a 
voltage w i l l  appear ac ross  the sample. 
At 
When this happens, the sample cur ren t  
:k S e e a c know 1 e dg men t s . 
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TABLE 2 
SUPERCURRENT STABILITY O F  HEAT-TREATED 
nt 
0.0 10 -in. -DIAMETER 
Ti  - 22 at. 70 Nb WIRE SAMPLES 
nt 
nt 
Sample 
2 
10  
25 
18 
4 
3 
24 
13 
15 
17 
22 
14 
26  
19 
29 
27 
21 
28 
30 
7 
9 
20 
1 6  
8 
5 
6 
12 
23 
11 
1 
Warm Aging 
Tempera ture  
("C 1 
200 
250 
300 
3 50 
400 
4 50 
500 
550 
600 
650 
____ .- -. __ 
W a r m  Aging 
Time 
(min)  
10 
3000 
36,000 
10 
1000 
3000 
300 
1035 
3020 
103 
300 
980 
45  
100 
300 
10 
45  
100 
30 
114 
300 
34 
3000 
2880 
10 
300 
1000 
3 
34 
1560 
Stability : 
X Stable; 
Y Unstable 
to Field 
Revers  a1 
:::No test 
tJ  versus  H curve too low to have instabi l i t ies ,  which 2 occur for values of J and H above 5 x 104 a m p / c m  
and 5 kG respectively. 
. 
. 
I' 
I 
i .  
i s  turned off, and the field i s  held constant. 
the value expected f rom the standard J versus  H curve,  the sample cur ren t  is 
again turned on, and the field sweep resumed,  beginning a t  the field value of the 
preceding SN transition. This sequence i s  repeated until the standard J versus  
H curve is reached. 
procedure is repeated with different combinations of J and dH/dt in  o rde r  to 
define the unstable region. 
If this SN transit ion occurs  below 
The process  is  then reversed  with dH/dt negative. This 
2. Results 
None of the Ti - 2 2  at. 70 Nb samples tested exhibited any supercurrent  
instabilities for  values of dH/dt up to the maximum ra t e  of 2000 Gauss / sec  
provided the field remained in the positive sense.  
go normal  until the standard J versus  H curve was reached. 
transit ions occurred in three samples,  the 800°C start ing mater ia l  and samples  
2 (200°C - 1 0  min) and 7 (500°C - 100 min) a s  the sense of the field became 
negative for  values of dH/dt>  1000 Gauss/sec.  
a second transit ion was found to occur,  not a s  H again became positive, but as  
H increased to-+5 kG. There does not appear to be a correlation between the 
samples  which showed the field reversa l  instability and the aging t imes and 
temperatures .  Because of the seemingly random occurrence of these insta-  
bil i t ies,  we believe the cause is  not basic to the superLuiidusior bct iiiight b e  
externally induced by movement of the samples a s  the field changes sense.  
Thus, the wi re s  would not 
However, SN 
If dH/dt was then made positive, 
Test  residts are summarized in Table 2. Samples 6 and 1 2  (aged at  600°C) 
and samples  1, 11, and 23 (aged a t  650°C) were  not tested because their  cur ren t  
densit ies were  too low to have instabilities; i. e. , < 5 x 10 
kG (see Figures  14 and 15). Since tested samples with s imi la r  heat t reatments  
show absolutely no instabilities, it  i s  unnecessary to tes t  the samples  marked 
llntll (no t e s t )  in Table 2. 
4 amp/cm2 for HL5 
D. RESISTIVE UPPER CRITICAL FIELD MEASUREMENTS 
1. Description 
The res i s t ive  upper cr i t ical  fields, H at 4.2"K, for the 30 ti-Nb wire  samples r 
were  measured using pulsed-field techniques, a s  developed a t  Atomics Interna- 
tional by Berlincourt  and Hake.(l) In this method, a t r ansve r se  sample i s  tested 
33 
in a pulsed-field solenoid. a small 
sample cur ren t  i s  established in ze ro  field, then the solenoid field is pulsed with 
msec  r i s e  t imes.  Avoltage i s  observed ac ross  the sample due to the super- to-  
normal  (SN) transit ion a t  the cr i t ical  field of the tes t  sample. 
field decays,  the sample undergoes a normal-to-super (NS) transit ion provided 
the t ransport  current  w a s  not sufficient to propagate the normal  region. 
SN and NS transit ions a r e  not abrupt in Type I1 superconductors,  but take place 
over severa l  kilogauss, even for homogeneous samples. 
The experimental sequence is the following: 
As the pulsed- 
The 
(1) 
The experimental c i rcui t ry  is i l lustrated in Figure 17. 
CAPACITOR BANK AND 
- t CHARGING AND DIS- CURRENT CHARGING MECHANISM SAMPLE 
2-18-66 2468-2516 
Figure 17. Experimental  Circui t ry  for  Resis t ive Upper 
Cri t ical  Field Tes ts  
SHUNT * H(t)  
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T I M E  D E L A Y  
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+2J6" A - - 
D U A L  BEAM 
OSCILLOSCOPE 
BUCKING AND 
C A L I B R A T I O N  
P O T E N T I O M E T E R  
* 
. 
The pulsed magnet current  (proportional to the field) and sample voltage a r e  
recorded with an oscilloscope. 
pr ior  to the SN transit ion,  thereby permitting expanded sweeps of the transit ion 
voltage and field. The bucking potentiometer substracts  a fixed voltage ac ross  
the solenoid current  shunt for higher field recording sensitivity. 
A time delay is used to t r igger  the sweep just 
Two pulses a r e  recorded on each photograph: one with sample cur ren t  
flowing to record the SN transit ion,  and the second with no sample cur ren t  to 
measu re  the noise level due to dH/dt pickup. 
Figure 18a. 
field t r a c e r s  a r e  identical. 
defined. 
A typical pulse is shown in 
The repeatability of the pulse i s  evident since the two solenoid 
Both the S N  transit ion and the NS transit ion a r e  well 
2. Results and Discussion 
Data were  taken at  cur ren t  levels of 0.005, 0.05, and 0.5 amp, corresponding 
2 to approximately 10, 100, and 1000 a m p / c m  , respectively. 
level two pictures were  taken: one showing both SN and NS transit ions,  and a 
second showing an exploded view of the SN transition. 
At each current  
The SN transit ion occurs  a t  consistently higher fields than the NS transition. 
Evidently this discrepancy resul ts  f rom eddy cur ren ts  and joule heating in the 
~ a ~ r , n l a  y" J1-e - I ts dH,/dt,(') t h l~s  the S N  transit ion is taken a s  being more  correct.  
F r o m  the above discussion, it follows that dH/dt must a lso cause H 
measurement  to be l e s s  than Hc2, the upper cr i t ical  field. 
for the SN r 
In analyzing the data ,  three fields a r e  recorded. Hr i s  defined a s  the field 
at  which half of the normal-s ta te  resistance is restored,  The fields at  which 
the onset and full res torat ion of res is tance occur a r e  labeled H and Hrf,  
respectively. 
aged a t  600 and 650°C exhibited double transition a s  typified in Figure 18b. 
Only a simple transit ion was observed in sample 1. 
d iscussed in Section I. F. in light of metallurgical examinations. 
ro  
With the exception of sample 1 (650°C - 1560 min),  the samples 
These observations a r e  
The data a r e  plotted in Figures  5 through 15. Each graph shows the resul ts  
f o r  w i re s  aged at the same temperature for  different t imes.  
represent  H 
samples  a r e  graphed separately i n  Figures  14a, b, and c and 15a, b, and c ,  to 
be t te r  i l lustrate  the double transitions. 
The data points 
while the b a r s  indicate Hro and Hrf. The resul ts  on 600 and 650°C r '  
The values of H a r e  recorded in Table r 
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Figure 18c. Propagation of Normal  Region 
Originating in  Solder Jo in t s  
36 
8 
I -  
The values of H for the samples a r e  plotted a s  a function of aging tempera-  r 
ture  in Figure 19  and as a function of aging t ime in Figure 20. 
portions in Figure 20 a r e  extrapolations based on the solid line data. 
The dashed 
3 2 Often, at current  densit ies of -10 a m p / c m  , normal  regions propagate 
In this f igure,  the along the wire;  a typical resul t  is shown in Figure 18c. 
sample voltage ( V  ) increases  abruptly as  the normal  region propagates past 
one voltage probe. 
since H is increasing, d Vs/dt 
average propagation velocity (ignoring the change in H) i s  reasonable,  about 
4 m / s e c .  
joints between the sample and the current leads and propagates i f  the current  
density i s  l a rge  enough. 
S 
If H were  constant, V should increase  linearly. (6) However, 
should be positive, which i s  the case. 
S 2 2 The 
The initial normal region evidently resul ts  f rom heating a t  the solder 
F r o m  Figure 18c, the expected SN transition occurs  at  -0.7 msec ,  a t ime too 
short  to be due to a propagating normal front f rom the joints. 
magnetic S N  transit ion is  a measure of H . r 
Therefore,  the 
E. CRITICAL TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS 
1. Experiment 
The cr i t ical  temperatures  (T ) of the 30 Ti-Nb wire  samples  have been 
C 
~ ~ e a s u r e d  by nbserving the onset ( a n d  disappearance) of res is tance as a function 
of temperature .  
8 wi re  samples a r e  soldered to the relatively massive copper heat sink in which 
a r e  embedded two carbon r e s i s to r  thermometers .  
block i s  electrically common to all samples and i s  soldered to the heat sink to 
provide good thermal  contact. The opposite end of each sample is soldered to 
a sma l l  copper block which is  attached to the heat sink with an alumina filled 
epoxy (Stycast 2850 FT).  
the samples  while providing some thermal contact to the heat sink. 
tempera ture  solder (1  58°F) is used to prevent annealing of the wire o r  over -  
heating the carbon thermometers .  
The sample temperature probe i s  shown in Figure 21. Up to 
The la rge  copper solder 
The epoxy electrically insulates the floating ends of 
A low 
The heat sink i s  bolted to a copper can which is  soldered to the stainless 
s tee l  tube. 
rad ia l  direction. 
grounded to the copper can with the Stycast epoxy. 
The bottom 19.5 in. of the assembly i s  thermally insulated in the 
All  e lectr ical  leads pass  down the tube and a r e  thermally 
The probe is  connected 
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Figure 19 .  Resis t ive Upper Cr i t i ca l  Field a t  4.2"K of 
Ti - 22  a t .% Nb a s  a Function of W a r m  Aging 
Tempera ture  for  Different Aging T imes  
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ALUMINA F I L L E D  EPOXY FOR 
ELECTRICAL INSULATION 
INSTRUMENTATION 
LEADS 
1 TO VERTICAL MOTOR DRIVE 
4 
36 in 
-7 
VACUUM, OR He EXCHANGE 
GAS SOURCE 
1-1 '4 In. DIAMETER 
STAINLESS STEEL TUBE 
Cu CAN 
0.01 in. DIAMETER X 0.5 in. LONG WIRE 
(SOLDERED TO Cu MOUNTING BLOCKS) 
TYPICAL FOR 8 SAMPLES 
A \ 
T- INDIUM GASKET 
% Cu BLOCK HEAT SINK 
SAMPLE 
ATTACHING BOLTS/  CARBON THERMOMETERS, T Y P I C A L  
FOR BOTH THERMOMETERS 
2-18-66 2468-2522 
Figure 21.  Sample Probe for T Measurements 
C 
through rack and pinion gearing to a reversible ,  var iable  speed, Bodine motor. 
Temperature  i s  fixed by the height of the bottom surface of the heat sink above 
a liquid helium bath and is continuously varied by raising (or  lowering) the probe 
with the Bodine motor. 
0 to *2"K/min. 
The ra te  of change of tempera ture  can be var ied f r o m  
In this apparatus, a sizable amount of heat can be conducted down the s ta in-  
l e s s  tube and copper lead wires ,  and i t  i s  the ro le  of the insulation and copper 
can to hold the temperature gradient ac ross  the sample to reasonable l imits.  
In pract ice ,  it was found that the insulation must  adhere  well to the tube to 
prevent helium vapor f rom passing between the tube w a l l  and the insulation, 
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TO X AXIS KEITHLY MICROVOLTMETER 
FOR X AXIS CALIBRATION 
2468-2523 
Figure 22. Block Diagram of T Experiments 
C 
thus creating a relatively large temperature  gradient (-1 "K/cm)  along the 
c o p ~ e r  can. 
constrain the foam, worked well. 
in Figure - 22.  
Voltage a c r o s s  the sample i s  amplified by a Keithly Model 149 microvoltmeter 
which dr ives  the Y axis of a Mosley 2D X - Y  recorder .  
A CPR. Foam-,  which is poured around the tube using a mold to I 
A block diagram of the experiment is shown 
Sample cur ren t  is supplied by a 6-volt automobile battery. 
A relatively large 
sample  cur ren t  of 300 pa is  necessary to achieve sufficient sensitivity over ~ 
the sys t em noise of 1 pv peak-to-peak. 
supplied by a 1.5-volt cadmium battery and accurately monitored with a Leeds 
and Northrop K - 3  potentiometer. 
amplified with a Keithley Model 150  microvoltmeter which dr ives  the X axis of 
the X - Y  recorder .  A decade box in s e r i e s  with the thermometer  cur ren t  
c i rcu i t  is used to calibrate the X-Y r eco rde r  directly in ohms and to maintain 
constant res i s tance  in the circuit  during a run. 
plot of sample resis tance versus  carbon resis tance ( temperature)  can be made. 
Carbon r e s i s to r  cur ren t  of 1 0  pa i s  
The voltage ac ross  the carbon r e s i s to r  is 
With this apparatus ,  a d i rec t  
4 1  
TABLE 3 
CRITICAL TEMPERATURES OF Ti-Nb SAMPLES AND 800°C 
STARTING MATERIAL 
T m 
(OK) 
Temperature 
("C) 
AT = 
Tm - To 
- 
200 
Time 
- 
10 
3000 
36,000 
10 
1000 
3000 
300 
1035 
3020 
103 
3 00 
980 
4 5  
100 
3000 
10 
45  
100 
30 
114 
300 
34 
3000 
2880 
10 
300 
1000 
3 
34 
1560 
Sample 
800°C 
2 
10 
25 
18 
4 
3 
24 
13 
15 
17 
22 
14 
26 
19 
29 
27 
21 
28 
30 
7 
9 
20 
16 
8 
5 
6 
12 
23 
11 
1 
-__ 
C I To 
6.98 
6.93 
6.49 
6.47 
6.78 
6.51 
7.55 
7.20 
8.50 
8.70 
8.38 
8.48 
8.89 
8.26 
8.67 
N A :< 
8.18 
8.61 
9.75 
8.51 
8.60 
8.81 
8.16 
8.32 
8.51 
7.53 
7.33 
8.19 
7.92 
8.03 
6.79 
6.38 
6.89 
6.66 
6.70 
6.32 
6.83 
6.43 
6.40 
6.64 
6.45 
7.43 
6.90 
8.44 
8.66 
8.32 
8.40 
8.83 
7.67 
8.62 
NA 
8.09 
8.57 
8.69 
8.36 
8.51 
8.74 
7.93 
8.14 
8.38 
7.45 
7.25 
8.00 
7.83 
7.77 
6.56 
6.15 
6.73 
6.60 
6.60 
7.22 
7.06 
6.61 
6.59 
6.96 
6.66 
7.72 
7.37 
8.61 
8.83 
8.53 
8.7 1 
9.07 
8.50 
8.85 
NA 
8.40 
8.80 
8.94 
8.62 
8.71 
8.92 
8.44 
8.54 
8.66 
7.77 
7.45 
8.38 
8.00 
8.40 
7.29 
6.56 
7.52 
6.73 
6.86 
0.90 
0.23 
0.18 
0.19 
0.32 
0.21 
0.19 
0.47 
0.17 
0.17 
0.21 
0.31 
0.24 
0.83 
0.23 
NA 
0.31 
0.23 
0.25 
0.26 
0.20 
0.18 
0.51 
0.40 
0.28 
0.32 
0.20 
0.38 
0.17 
0.63 
0.7 3 
0.4 1 
0.7 9 
0.1 3 
0.25 
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The two carbon r e s i s to r s  were  used to measure  the tempera ture  according 
to the relationship ( 6 )  
-1 
T = B(1og R + K log R + A)-l  ... 1 
where T is temperature ,  R is resis tance,  and A, B, and K a r e  empherical  
 constant^.'^) A, B, and K were  experimentally determined by measuring 
res i s tance  a t  liquid hydrogen boiling point, hydrogen t r iple  point, and liquid 
helium boiling point (HeBP). 
thermometers  upon thermal  cycling between 300°K and liquid helium tempera-  
t u re s ,  the r e s i s to r s  were  calibrated a t  the HeBP a t  the beginning and end of 
each s e r i e s  of runs. Percent  deviation between these HeBP calibrations and 
that given by the initial calibration were assumed to apply to all temperature  
measurements  during a par t icular  run and measured res i s tances  were  adjusted 
accordingly. 
adjustment assumes  that the shape of the calibration curve does not change but 
should be a reasonable f i r s t  o rde r  correction. 
Due to the inherent lack of repeatability of carbon 
The maximum deviation in the HeBP res i s tance  was 2%. This 
The following procedure was used to tes t  each sample. Temperature  sweeps 
were  begun with the sample in the superconducting s ta te ,  and the probe was 
ra i sed ,  increasing 'i, untii normai  res is tance was res tored  and ihen i u w e r d  
until the sample became superconducting. F i r s t ,  a broad temperature  range 
was scanned to locate T . 
suppress  the unwanted portions of the signal f rom the carbon thermometers ,  
and the gain of the Keithly w a s  increased to record  the SN and NS transition on 
an  expanded scale. 
Then, the Keithly microvoltmeter was used to 
C 
Calibration marks  (in ohms) using the decade box as a reference a r e  placed 
on the recording paper at the beginning and end of each sample test. 
sequence w a s  repeated for  7 samples mounted on the carbon block to complete 
a s e r i e s  of runs. 
mounting, poor contacts, calibration, etc. 
The above 
Each sample was tested twice to eliminate e r r o r s  due to 
2. Resul ts  
The cr i t ical  temperatures  of the 30 ti-Nb samples  as w e l l  as the 800°C 
s tar t ing mater ia l  a r e  l isted in Table 3. T is taken to be the temperature  at  
C 
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THERMOMETER RESISTANCE (ohm) 
2-18-66 
SAMPLE NO. 19 
Ti-22 at.% Nb WIRE 
0.010 in. diamgter 
AGED A T  400 C 
FOR 100 min 
Figure 23.  Recorde r  Trace  of The rma l  SN Transit ion 
in T i - 2 2  at. % N b  Heat Trea ted  W i r e  
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at which half of the normal  res is tance i s  res tored ;  T 
which the onset of res is tance is detected; T 
resis tance is fully res tored;  and Tm - T i s  the transit ion width. 
peratures  are the average of the 2 values found for each sample. 
transit ion curve i s  shown in Figure 23. 
locate T . 
suppress  unnecessary temperature  signal, and the X sensitivity is increased 
10-fold to accurately determine the transition. 
indicated. 
slope, the deviation f rom this curve at  T 
The before and af ter  run calibration marks a r e  a lso shown. 
of curves  shown in Figure 23  a r e  the resu l t s  of the second run on the sample. 
is the tempera ture  a t  
0 
is the tempera ture  a t  which m 
These tem-  
A typical 
The upper curve is the f i r s t  run to 
0 
In the middle pair  of curves,  the Keithly microvoltmeter is used to 
C 
The SN and NS transit ions a r e  
Since the normal res is tance versus  temperature  curve has  a slight 
i s  difficult to determine accurately. m 
The lower pair  
The values of T for  the samples a r e  plotted as  a function of heat treating 
C 
temperature  and t ime in Figures  24 and 25. 
shape a s  Figures  19  and 20 of H 
of the H measurements ,  broad double transit ions were  observed in samples r 
aged a t  600 to 650"C, with the exception of sample 1 2  (600°C - 1000 min) and 
sample 1 (650°C - 1560 min). 
These curves a r e  of the same 
versus the same parameters .  As in the case  r 
3. Discussion 
The two major  sources  of e r r o r  a r e  the absolute accuracy of the carbon 
res i s tance  thermometers  and the repeatibility of these thermometers  upon 
Ll- I I C I  - --- 11141 - 
The T of Pb, permanently mounted on the heat-sink, served to estimate these 
e r r o r s .  T of Pb was checked a t  the beginning and end of each s e r i e s  of runs;  
the resu l t s  a r e  l isted in Table 4. 
compared to the presently accepted value of 7.193 f 0.005°K.(8) The assigned 
e r r o r  of 0.013"K is the standard deviation of the data. The standard deviation 
of the differences of the two measurements on each sample f rom the mean 
value for each sample i s  a lso 0.013"K. 
est imated to be I f 0.02"K. 
T f o r  Pb (7.172"K) and the accepted value of T 
accuracy  of the temperatures .  
somewhat fortuitous, and an assigned accuracy of f0.1"K i s  more  real is t ic  
f o r  these  readings. 
c. - LL,,s . - - betweer, I-OOTT? tempera. t .ure  and liquid helium temperatures .  
C 
C 
The average value of T i s  7.172 f 0.013"K as  
C 
Thus,  the repeatibility of the resul ts  i s  
The difference of 0.02"K between the measured 
(7.193"K) indicates the absolute 
However, it  i s  felt that the 0.02"K agreement is  
C C 
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TABLE 4 
TRANSITION TEMPERATURES OF 
LEAD STANDARD 
I 
, 
7.143 
7.170 
7.160 
7.162 
7.178 
7.178 
7.185 
7.182 
7.175 
7.184 
7.134 
7.158 
7.149 
7.151 
7.171 
7.171 
7.180 
7.175 
7.1 67 
7.176 
7.152 
7.182 
7.170 
7.174 
7.184 
7.185 
7.190 
7.190 
7.183 
7.192 
0.01 8 
0.024 
0.021 
0.023 
0.01 3 
0.014 
0.010 
0.01 5 
0.01 6 
0.01 6 
- 
T = 7.172 f 0.013"K 
T = 7.163 f 0.014"K 
T = 7,180 * 0.013"K 
AT = 0.017"K = AT 
C 
- 
0 
- 
m - 
T = temperature  a t  which half of 
normal res i s tance  is res tored  
= temperature a t  which onset of 
= temperature a t  which resis tance 
C 
T 
0 resis tance is  detected 
T 
is f u l l y  res tored  
AT = temperature gradient 
m 
The maximum temperature  drop ac ross  the sample can be estimated by 
assuming that the width of the SN transition is due entirely to a tempera ture  
gradient along the Pb sample. 
the thermal  res i s tances  of the sample and apparatus,  the AT ac ross  the Ti-Nb 
samples is estimated to be -0.05"K. It should be noted that a He exchange gas 
was required to achieve this small  temperature  gradient. 
This AT is 7.180 - 7.163 = 0.017"K. Considering 
47 
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The Pb used in the experiment exhibited a room temperature  to liquid helium 
temperature  res is tance ratio of 
be due partially to impurit ies and s t ra in  and not entirely to a temperature  
gradient along the sample. 
along the Ti-Nb wires.  
the accuracy of the carbon thermometers.  
500. Thus, the AT in the SN transit ion might 
This fact would reduce the 0.05"K est imate  of AT 
The Pb impurity should not affect the value of T within 
C 
Maximum power generation levels in the carbon thermometers ,  Ti-Nb wires ,  
-7 and Pb s t r ip  a r e  5 x and 10 watts,  respectively. The maximum 
temperature  r i s e  due to the above heat generation is <0.00l0K. 
It is necessary that the sample be close to thermal  equilibrium a s  the probe 
i s  ra ised and lowered. 
degree of equilibrium, and the average hys te res i s  of all runs was 0.08"K. 
equilibrium is achieved with a dT/d t  L* 0.2"/min. 
The hysteresis  in the SN and NS curves indicates the 
This 
The suppression of T due to the sample cur ren t  is negligible. 
C 
F. METALLURGICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
The resul ts  and trends of microstructure ,  hardness ,  resist ivity,  and composi- 
tion tes t s  a r e  presented below. 
postponed until the next section. 
Correlations between se t s  of resu l t s  a r e  
1. Microstructure  
I 
The micros t ruc tures  of the 30 samples a r e  shown in Figure 26. The photo- 
micrograph of the wire  af ter  800°C aging shows recrystall ization and possibly 
some martensite.  Martensite formation i s  borderline in the 2 2  at. 70 Nb alloy. 
The photomicrograph of the 800°C starting mater ia l  shows the s t ruc ture  af ter  
cold drawing the 800°C w a r m  aged wire to 0.010 in. diameter.  
( 9 )  
The remainder  of the photomicrographs show the various samples  af ter  low- 
These show only small  changes due to the low-temperature 
Precipitation of a second phase becomes evident as  e i ther  
tempera ture  aging. 
shor t  -time agings. 
t ime of temperature  is increased. 
tempera ture  exceeds 500"C, becoming quite la rge  at  the highest t empera ture  of 
650°C. 
produces a finely dispersed precipitate in contrast  to the coa r se r  precipitate 
a t  higher aging temperatures.  
This precipitate becomes l a rge r  a s  aging 
Intermediate aging temperatures  (350 to 500°C) for  moderate  t imes 
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2. Hardness 
~~~ ~ 
KHN hardness  measurements  were performed on the 
resul ts  a r e  listed in Table 1 and graphed in Figure 27.  
to be accurate  to * 5 0  KHN points. The hardness  values 
do show a general  trend: the values peak around 2 5 0  to 
dec rease  with increasing temperature.  
3. Normal-State Resistivity 
30  samples.  The 
These values a r e  felt 
a r e  not consistent,  but 
350°C and thereaf ter  
Resistivity measurements  were  made a t  room tempera ture  on the p re -  and 
post-aged mater ia l  (p  and pf, respectively). The normal-s ta te  resist ivity a t  
4.2"K (p,) was calculated f rom the voltage and cur ren t  measurements  in the 
pulsed-field tes ts  a t  a cu r ren t  density of 10 
in Table 1. 
a s  a function of warm-aging temperature.  
aging resis t ivi ty  to pre-aging resist ivity ( p  / p  ) a s  a function of aging tempera-  
ture.  
too s p a r s e  to be more  exact. 
450 to 500°C f o r  short  t imes.  
t u re s  as aging t ime is increased. Figure 29 shows p / p  versus  aging tempera-  
t u re  and has  a minimum in the vicinity of 350 to 500°C. 
( 3 5 0 ° C  - 3 0 0  min. ) and 6 (600°C - 300 min. ) appear to be different f rom the 
genera l  trend. 
0 
3 2 a m p / c m  . The resu l t s  a r e  given 
Figures  28  and 2 9  i l lustrate qualitatively the variation of resist ivity 
Figure 2 8  shows the rat io  of post- 
f o  
The curves a r e  drawn to indicate only general  trends since the data is 
The resul ts  show a minimum in p / p  
This minimum appears  to occur a t  lower tempera-  
around f o  
n f  
Values for  samples 2 2  
The la rges t  source of e r r o r  is in determining the a r e a  of the wires.  
Additional e r r o r  i s  introduced in p 
the dis tances  between voltage probes. 
p and 1070 in pn. 
4. Composition of Phases  
because of e r r o r  in accurately determining 
and 
n 
E r r o r s  a r e  estimated to be 570 in p 
0 
f 
Resul ts  of Vetrano and Boom") and of x- ray  diffraction analyses on the 30  
samples  show that the precipitated second phase was CY -Ti  and that continuous 
m a t r i x  was p - Nb. 
composition of the continuous (p  - Nb) phase. 
s t ra ightforward process  of finding the cell  constant and looking up the concen- 
t ra t ion,  because the cell  constant of p -Ti-Nb only expands f rom 3.278 A for  lO0y0 
T i  to 3.294 A f o r  lOOyo Nb. 
In addition to this information, it is useful to know the 
This determination i s  not a 
0 
0 
The major portion of this change occurs  between 60 
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and 100 at. 70 Nb. 
that the diffraction l ines f rom the samples a r e  relatively broad. 
another method had to be found. 
intensities of the strongest diffraction peaks,  (01 1 ) for  (r and (1 10) for  P (here-  
af ter  called ICu and I ), to a standard curve. 
The use of this technique is fur ther  handicapped by the fact 
Therefore ,  
The best  approach was to compare the relative 
P 
The samples  for the standard curve were  prepared using ingots of five 
different Nb concentrations. 
the co r rec t  amount of cy -Ti  was added to produce an overall  composition of 
Ti - 2 2  at. 70 Nb. The proper  amount of Nb atoms were  assumed to be in the 
(Y -Ti  phase and were  considered in calculating the mater ia l  requirements to 
produce the co r rec t  overall  22  at. 70 Nb composition. 
approximate the two-phase Ti-Nb alloy. 
which should be present in the cy-Ti phase, is essentially replaced with Ti atoms. 
This substitution wi l l  reduce self-absorption of x- rays  by -1 70, a negligible 
amount. 
Filings were  taken f r o m  each of these ingots, and 
These samples closely 
The major  e r r o r  i s  that the 3 at. 70 Nb, 
The standards were  then analyzed with an x- ray  diffractometer for  Io and IP. 
The resul ts  a r e  given in Table 5 along with the alloy concentrations. 
ca ses ,  samples  were  duplicated to estimate the precision, which turned out to be 
relatively poor. 
In three 
These differences in Ia / I  could be due to stratification of the P 
powders in Lilt: x-i-ajr slidz, i-esl;!ting ir; different se!f-zbscrntinn r----- betweerr_ 
samples .  
The end point resu l t s  f rom I@= 0 in the l imit  of all p -phase (at  22  at. 70 Nb). 
The e r r o r ,  a s  estimated f rom the scatter in the I points, is *iOy0 in iVb 
concentration. 
In Figure 30 the resul ts  a r e  plotted versus  at. 70 Nb in the P -phase. 
/ €  C U P  
X-ray diffraction patterns were  run on each sample. The x - ray  f i lms were  
in turn  analyzed with a recording densitometer to find the relative intensities 
of the (01 1)  (r -Ti  and (1 10) p -Nb lines. 
because the diffraction l ines did not fully expose the x- ray  film. 
tion of the P -phase could then be found f r o m  Figure 31. 
l is ted in Tables 1 and 4. 
concentration, then, by knowing the overall  composition and that of the cy -phase, 
the a tom and volume concentration of cy -phase can be estimated. These resul ts  
are a l s o  included in Table 6. 
The use of a densitometer was possible 
The composi- 
These resul ts  a r e  
If the cy -Ti precipitate i s  assumed to be of equilibrium 
55 
TABLE 5 
RELATIVE INTENSITIES O F  STRONGEST 
DIFFRACTION PEAKS OF CY -Ti  AND p -Nb 
FOR TWO-PHASE Ti  - 2 2  at. 70 Nb 
STANDARDS 
Sample p Phase 
1A 
1B 
2A 
2B 
3A 
3B 
4 
5 
24.0 
24.0 
31.4 
31.4 
36.0 
36.0 
44.6 
100.0 
0.069 
0.117 
0.209 
0.187 
0.318 
0.37 3 
0.458 
1.53 
As stated above, these values of Nb concentration in the p -phase a r e  
accurate  to *1070. 
The Nb concentrations of the p -phase a r e  plotted on the equilibrium Ti-Nb 
phase diagram which is reproduced in Figure 31. 
points indicate increasing aging time. 
decreasing a s  aging t ime increases .  
the e r r o r  l imits ,  so i t  is impossible to attach significance to these reversa ls .  
At the higher aging tempera tures ,  the Nb concentration ag rees  well with the 
equilibrium phase diagram. 
not known. 
average value. 
The a r rows  between data 
Several  points show the Nb concentration 
In a l l  ca ses  the dec rease  i s  well within 
At the lower tempera tures ,  the phase d iagram is 
The value of the Nb concentration in p -phase represents  an 
G. CORRELATIONS OF EXPERIMENTS 
1. Hr ,  T , Nb Concentrations and Microstructure  
C 
The res i s t ive  technique used measu res  H o r  T of the continuous phase in r C 
which superconductivity pers i s t s  to the highest value of H 
phase,  precipitated o r  continuous, w i l l  be normal  and shunted by the 
o r  Tc. Any other r 
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TABLE 6 
COMPOSITION AND CONCENTRATIONS O F  CY - AND p -PHASES 
O F  WARM AGED Ti  - 2 2  at. 70 Nb WIRES 
Sample 
Aging 
P a r  ame te r s 
Temperature  
("C) 
,200 
2 50 
300 
350 
400 
450 
500 
550 
600 
650 
1 0  
3000 
36,000 
1 0  
1000 
3000 
300 
1035 
3020 
103 
300 
980 
4 5  
100 
300 
1 0  
4 5  
100 
30 
114 
300 
34 
3000 
2880 
10  
300 
1000 
3 
34 
1560 
800°C 
2 
10 
25 
8 
4 
3 
24 
13  
15  
17 
22 
14 
2 6  
19 
29 
27 
21 
2 8  
30 
7 
9 
20 
16  
8 
5 
6 
12 
23 
11 
1 
CY -Phase  
(at. 70) 
Nb in 
P -Phase  
(at. % I  
22.0 
22.0 
22.0 
22.0 
22.0 
22.0 
23.4 
- 2 3  
40.8 
47.5 
44.2 
46.0 
4 6.7 
44.9 
43.1 
NA 
44.2 
41.7 
53.6 
44.9 
42.6 
48.9 
40.8 
41.2 
37.3 
32.9 
39.6 
35.7 
- 2 3  
23.4 
25.7 
~ __ ~. ._ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
5 
4 8  
56 
53 
54 
55 
53 
51 
NA 
53 
50 
61 
51 
51 
57 
4 8  
49 
4 3  
35  
47 
41  
5 
5 
1 6  
. ___ ~- 
~ 
CY -Phase  
(vol. 7 0 )  
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
5 
50 
58 
5 5  
56  
57 
5 5  
53  
NA 
55 
52 
63  
53  
53 
59 
50 
51 
44 
3 6  
4 8  
42 
5 
5 
16 
s 
5 8  
. 
superconducting phase. 
p -phase was the continuous phase,  the measured values of T o r  H 
C r 
to this phase. 
Since, in the foregoing section, i t  was shown that the 
correspond 
In view of this discussion, there  appear to be two possible metallurgical 
configurations which would permit  a double transit ion to be observed. 
were  two phases,  of which one must be continuous, and the phase with lower 
T o r  H 
partially resist ive.  
res is t ive region, the continuous phase with higher H 
res i s t ive  until H o r  T is reached; then the second transit ion is seen. The 
second possibility i s  that both phases a r e  not continuous. 
would then be essentially in s e r i e s ,  a res is t ive region due to one phase becom- 
ing normal  must produce a voltage. 
If there  
goes normal ,  then the transport  cur ren t  could dr ive the other phase 
Since the current values used a r e  too low to propagate a 
o r  T remains partially 
C r 
r C 
r C 
Since the phases 
The micrographs (Figure 26)  of the 600 and 650°C samples  show a precipi-  
tated, discontinuous phase in a continuous matr ix:  
the probability of two noncontinuous phases. 
mater ia l s  only have a smal l  amount of precipitate (5  to 1 6  at. 70 CY -Ti f rom 
Table 6 )  cas t s  doubt on the possibility that the continuous phase becomes 
partially resist ive.  
possibility, is that the continuous phase is formed or' i w o  curlceiiti*aiioiis of $ -Nt; 
st ructure .  In any case ,  i t  is strongly felt that the highest T and H values 
a r e  for  the same composition; therefore,  these values a r e  paired. 
a resul t  that tends to discount 
However, the fact that the 650°C 
An alternate explanation, and a variation on the second 
C r 
It is interesting to compare H and T for  Ti-Nb samples ,  which a r e  generally r C 
heterogeneous, with published results on homogeneous Ti-Nb alloys. 
shows T versus  Nb concentration. 
f o r  homogeneous, p -phase, Ti-Nb alloys. 
a l so  plotted. 
is consistently higher at  low values of T and consistently lower at  high T . 
These  differences do not appear to be due to e r r o r s  in determining T since the 
combined e r r o r  es t imates  for  the two experiments a r e  -0.2"K. 
ences  in experimental  methods would not be expected to lead to significantly 
different values of T . 
measurements ,  which i s  a bulk phenomena. 
Figure 32 
(1 0 )  The curve is due to Hulm and Blaugher 
C 
T values for  the Ti-Nb samples  a r e  
C 
Agreement with the data of Hulm and Blaugher is fair; our data  
C C 
C 
Also, differ-  
Hulm and Blaugher determined T f r o m  permabili ty 
C C 
Their  transit ion widths were  
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Figure 3 2 .  Critical  Temperature  of Warm Aged Ti - 2 2  at. 70 Nb 
Wires v s  at. 70 Nb in p -Phase  
5 
~ 0 . 1 " K .  
measure  T fo r  the highest continuous phase as discussed ea r l i e r .  
ences between our  T data and that of Hulm and Blaugher is felt to represent  
a t rue effect. 
The resis t ive techniques used in the work reported h e r e  selectively 
The d i f f e r -  
C 
C 
Figure 3 3  shows Hr for  the Ti-Nb samples  v e r s u s  Nb concentration. The 
curve of Hr at  4.2"K is calculated f r o m  the c r i t i ca l  field resu l t s  of Berlincourt  
and Hake,(l) giving H a t  1.2"K; and f r o m  the T data  of Hulm and Blaugher, 
r C 
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Figure 33.  Resistive Upper Crit ical  Field at  4.2"K of 
Warm Aged T i  - 2 2  at. 7' Nb Wires vs at. 70 
Nb in p -Phase 
using the parabolic approximation 
... 2 
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where H is the upper cr i t ical  field a t  OOK, and H 
0 r 
T. 
samples since this is the range of validity" ) of Clogston's' ' 
spin -pairing cons ideration. 
i s  measured a t  temperature  
This equation i s  a good approximation for  the composition range of the aged 
paramagnetic 
The H values for the aged samples agree ,  within experimental  accuracy,  r 
with the homogeneous curve for  samples with 22 to 24% Nb concentration. 
However, the data points lie below the homogeneous H 
concentrations by 5 to 20%. 
felt to be not due to experimental e r r o r s  o r  technique, but indicate t rue  
differences. 
curve a t  the higher Nb r 
As in the T measurements ,  these differences a r e  
C 
This reduction in  T and Hr is felt to be due to the proximity of the CY -phase 
C 
precipitate. 
If the distance between precipitate par t ic les ,  i. e. , the dimension of p -phase 
between inhomogeneities, is on the o rde r  of the coherence length, then the 
second phase might affect the superconducting propert ies  of the p -phase. 
coherence length is of the o rde r  of 10 
conductors and 10 to 100 t imes sma l l e r  for  highly inhomogeneous alloys. 
the interference with inhomogeneity of the p -phase is under consideration, it 
appears  co r rec t  to use the 10 
particles is estimated f rom the photomicrographs to be 1 0  
precipitate (550, 600, and 650°C samples  and sample 9 a t  500°C - 300 min). 
This spacing f o r  the samples in the intermediate tempera ture  range (350 to 
500°C) is  difficult to es t imate  because of the smal lness  and high density of the 
particle but is at least  an o r d e r  of magnitude l e s s  than for  the c o a r s e r  precip-  
itate. 
reduction of T and H 
phase. 
Such a resul t  might be expected f r o m  theoretical  considerations. 
The 
-4 cm,  for homogeneous Type I1 super -  
Since 
-4 c m  value. The spacing between precipitate 
-4 c m  for  the course  
Thus, these dimensions a r e  the o rde r  of the coherence length, and the 
could reasonably be due to the presence of the second 
C r 
2. Crit ical  Current  Densitv and Microstructure  
A homogeneous Type I1 superconductor is unstable in the presence of a 
t ransport  current.  The unstable behavior resu l t s  because the flux vort ices  , 
which permeate  a Type I1 s t ruc ture ,  a r e  unstable under the p r e s s u r e  of J / B  
forces.  
geneities in the material. 
superconductors than the mat r ix  material .  The Cibbs f r e e  energy (a Hc2) of the 
To stabilize o r  "pin" the vortices i t  is necessa ry  to introduce inhomo- 
These inhomogeneities a r e  e i ther  normal  o r  poorer  
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b 
inhomogeneities is different than the mat r ix ,  and thus the inhomogeneities act  
as potential b a r r i e r s  opposing the Lorentz forces.  
the precipitation mechanism performs the flux pinning function. 
In the aged Ti-Nb samples ,  
Because of the dependence of current  density on metallurgical s t ruc ture ,  i t  
is instructive to compare the resulting current  densit ies for different samples  
with micrographs.  The following qualitative correlat ions a r e  apparent. Com- 
paring J 
densit ies a r e  highest (1 to 3 x lo5  a m p / c m  ) for  the samples  annealed at 30 to 
500°C. These samples exhibit a small ,  dense precipitate. The T of wires  
aged a t  550, 600, and 650°C have current  densit ies L4 x 10  a m p / c m  , with 
J z 2  x 10 
c o a r s e r ,  l e s s  dense precipitate than the 350 to 500°C wires.  
densit ies ( ~ 5  x 10 
s tar t ing mater ia l  and the 200"C, 250"C, and 300°C wires  a r e  intermediate to the 
two cases  discussed above. 
these generalizations since J z 1 0  arnp/cm2,  but the micros t ruc ture  is  quite 
similar to the 550 to 600°C samples which have low J . 
for  the most  densely spaced inhomogeneities ( ~ 1 0  
spacing increases .  
Abrikosov flux vortices a t  20 kG is ~ 0 . 3  x i 0  cm. 
a t  20 kG f rom Table 1 to the micrographs shown in Figure 26, cu r ren t  
2 C 
4 c 2  
3 amp/cm2 for  the 650°C wires.  Micrographs of these wires  show a 
C 
The current  
4 2 a m p / c m  ) and precipitate s ize  and density of the 800°C 
Sample 9 (500°C - 300 min) does not conform to 
5 
C 
J seems to be highest 
c m )  and decreases  a s  this 
-5  
Perhaps of significance i s  the fact  that spacing of 
-5  (1 2 )  
J does not necessar i ly  depend on the amount of precipitate. In the 200 and 
4 250°C samples, J was =5 x I O  amp/cm2,  yet the amount of CY -phase was < 5 
at. 70 ( see  Table 6),  the sensitivity of the x - r ay  determinations. 
3 Jc f o r  the 600 and 650°C wi re s  was considerably lower ( 2  x lo3  to 9 x 10 ) but 
had > 40  and > 4 at. 70 (Y -phase for  the 600 and 650°C wires ,  respectively. 
the spacing of CY-phase appears  more important than the amount. 
C 
C 
In contrast ,  
Thus, 
A m o r e  specific correlation between J and micros t ruc ture  is unrewarding. 
F o r  example,  the 550 and 600°C micrographs a r e  essentially the same,  but the 
550°C cur ren t  densit ies a r e  significantly higher. This resul t  s e rves  to i l lustrate  
that  it is presumptuous to expect quantitative correlat ions between J and mic ro -  
graphs  because other fac tors ,  unrevealed by the micrograph,  could affect J . 
In conclusion, a quantitative correlation between cur ren t  density and metallurgi-  
ca l  s t ruc tu re  requires  a better understanding of the flux pinning and t ransport  
c u r r e n t  mechanisms. 
C 
C 
C 
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3. Resistivity and Nb Concentration 
F o r  homogeneous Ti-Nb alloys,  normal-s ta te  resist ivity is a single valued 
function of Nb concentration, a s  shown in Figure 34. 
in this figure and, except for two points, a r e  lower than the homogeneous values. 
This resul t  simply means that the resist ivity of the CY -Ti  phase is l e s s  than that 
of the p -phase. 
The p n  values a r e  plotted 
I 
H. CONCLUSIONS 
Vetrano and Boom") showed that cr i t ical  cur ren t  density (J ) and res i s t ive  
upper cr i t ical  field (H ) can be improved in Ti - 2 2  at. 70 Nb by w a r m  aging in 
the two-phase region. Their studies have been substantially expanded in the 
work presented in this report ,  and the resul ts  demonstrate that H and T 
(cr i t ical  t empera ture)  of w a r m  aged Ti - 2 2  at. 70 Nb a r e  functions of the 
composition of the continuous phase of the alloy. 
effect  of the CY -Ti precipitate (observed by Vetrano and Boom")) has been 
qualitatively correlated with precipitate spacing. 
C 
r 
r C 
In addition, the flux pinning 
Thus, the superconducting properties of Ti - 2 2  at, 70 Nb pertinent to 
superconducting magnet design (J 
manner  which i s  summarized below. 
the two-phase region to precipitate flux pinning inhomogeneities (increasing J ) 
and change the composition of the continuous matrix. The final alloy composi- 
tion is chosen to give the desired value of H 
H ve r sus  composition curve. 
the maximum H wi l l  be attained, presumably because the precipitated phase r 
suppresses  H . ) Since a range of t imes and temperatures  wi l l  produce the 
des i red  composition ( see  Figure 3 3 ) ,  the required heat treatment must then be 
based on T and J requirements.  
H , and T ) can be varied in a predictable 
The Ti - 2 2  at. 70 alloy is heat t reated in 
c' r C 
C 
according to the homogeneous r 
(The resu l t s  of this work show that only -9070 of r 
r 
C C 
Although this work is restr ic ted to the Ti-Nb system, the method of optimiz- 
ing the high field superconducting properties should be applicable to most of the 
binary transit ion metal  alloy systems,  and in particular to sys tems such a s  the 
Ti  - V sys tem,  which have s imilar  phase diagrams to Ti-Nb. 
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II. SUPERCONDUCTING WIRE LOOP 
A. DESCRIPTION 
The object of this experiment was to sea rch  f o r  rapid o r  catastrophic flux 
penetration into a one-turn loop of Nb - 25% Z r  wire. 
coils were  orientated perpendicular to a t ime -varying magnetic field and 
secured with a Teflon holder a s  shown in Figure 35. 
The loop and search  
0.010 in. diam Nb-Zr LOOP 
SC-1 0.0025 in. diam COPPER WIRE 1 
T 0.37 in. R 
COAXIAL CABLE 
TO SCOPE 
90' BEND INTO I 
PAGE I 
I 
I 
I 
I - H(APPLIED) I 
19P.3 Nn' 
SUPERCONDUCTING 
JOINT 
LOOP 
,",, ,,,,I- SHOWN) 
2-18-66 2468-2534 
Figure 35. Sample Holders for  Flux 
Penetration Studies 
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One search  coil (SC-1) and the Nb-Zr wire  a r e  held in close proximity with 
a V groove in the Teflon holder. A second search  coil (SC-2), which is removed 
0.2 in. f r o m  the Nb-Zr loop, i s  used to monitor background noise and check for 
coincidences between flux jumps in  the Nb-Zr loop, seen  by SC-1, and the ex-  
te rna l  superconducting solenoid. 
along the Teflon rod, paral le l  t o  the field, to  the low-field region where a 
superconducting p r e s s u r e  joint i s  made. Voltage probes a r e  attached to the 
Nb-Zr leads a s  shown. The various wires  a r e  secured  with adhesive Mylar 
tape, and the apparatus i s  inserted in a 0.75-in. -ID superconducting solenoid. 
The Nb-Zr wire i s  secured between the machined V groove and the magnet coil 
form with a snug f i t .  
The ends of the Nb-Zr loop bend 90"  and pass  
The two search-coi ls  and the Nb-Zr loop voltage probes a r e  monitored with 
a Tektronix Type 555 oscilloscope in  conjunction with ei ther  a Tektronix Type 
E, high-gain plug-in unit, o r  a Tektronix Type 112 1 preamplif ier  powering a 
Type L plug-in unit. 
l imited in i ts  frequency response,  a t  this sensitivity, to  2 0  to 60  kc. 
The Type E plug-in has  a sensitivity of 5 0  p v / c m  but is 
The 1121 
preamplif ier  and Type L arrangement has  15 nanosec r i se - t ime and a sensi-  
tivity l imited by the 50 p v  rms noise level of the 1121 preamplif ier .  
The superconducting solenoid, rated at  5.00 kgauss jamp wiiii ZL r i i a = i i i y f i i i i  
field of 4 5  kgauss, is powered by an electronically controlled, regulated de 
power supply. 
of 0.001 to  10 amp/sec  with a current ripple l e s s  than 10 ma. 
This controlled supply can deliver up to 100 amp a t  ramp ra tes  
B. EXPERIMENTS 
T h r e e  separate  experiments were run. In the f i r s t  experiment,  the super -  
conducting loop was closed and would sustain induced pers is tent  t ranspor t  
cu r ren t s .  
approximately 500-gauss intervals,  the loop would go normal.  
s een  by the pick-up loop SC-1 i s  shown in  Figure 36a. 
a r e a  under this voltage t r ace  and equals 70  maxwells. 
The external field was increased at  a ra te  of 2 0 0  gauss / sec .  At 
A typical pulse 
The trapped flux is the 
The coupling coefficient 
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5 mv/crn 
50 p e c l c m  
a. Pulse From SC-1 With Nb-Zr Loop in Persistent Mode 
dH 
- = 500 gauss/sec 
dt 
UPPER TRACE: 10 p e C / C m  dH 
LOWER TRACE: 1 p e c / c m  - = 500 gauss/sec 
dt 
b. Pulse From SC-1 With Nb-Zr Loop Open Circuited 
2468-2514 
F i g u r e  36. Pulses From SC-1 W i t h  N b - Z r  Loop 
between the Nb-Zr loop and SC-1 is calculated to be > 0.7 , assuming a 0.004-in. 
gap between the two wires  (0.001-in, insulation on each wire  and an estimated 
0.002-in. gap due to positioning e r ro r s ) .  Thus, the Nb-Zr loop shielded 70/0.7 
= 100 maxwells. 
cur ren t  in the tes t  loop is 5.6 maxwells/amp. 
F r o m  an IBM 7094 calculation, the flux due to a t ranspor t  
Thus, the current  in the Nb-Zr 
loop is 100/5.6 = 18 amp. This value is consistent with previous findings (4 1 
which showed that the dH/dt-induced, supercur ren t  instabilities in this wi re  
(unstable Type A) began a t  -20 amp. 
solenoid simulation a r e  consistent with the shor t  -wire instability tes ts .  
s ee  Section I. C. ) 
Therefore ,  the resul ts  of this one-turn 
(Also, 
The trapped flux of -100 maxwells i s  equivalent to an external field change 
of 280 gauss. 
gauss ,  the remaining 220 gauss could resu l t  f rom continual field penetration 
while the sample is recovering from the SN transition. 
Since SN transit ions occurred for  an external field change of 500 
It is doubtful that the loss  of flux is due to flux c reep  a s  described by Kim, 
Hempstead, and Strnad ( I 3 ’  14) because such unstable wires  do not appear to 
permi t  observable flux c reep  during our  laboratory t ime scale. 
In the second experiment,  the superconducting loop is open circuited. In this 
contiguration, no irarispirt  e ~ r r e n t  czr? exist in  the loop. and any perturbation in 
the magnetic field adjacent to the wire must be due to magnetization cur ren ts  in 
the Nb-Zr loop. 
w i re  can occur ,  and pulses might be seen in SZ- i .  
-. 
If these cur ren ts  reach saturation, flux penetration into the 
The external field was again swept and pulses like the one recorded in 
F igure  36b were  seen f rom SC-1. 
Type E plug-in while the lower t race was recorded using the Tektronix 1121 
wide-band amplifier. The lower t race is a factor of 10  fas te r  and shows no 
additional charac te r  other than noise. 
mately 0.1 maxwells. 
The upper t r ace  w a s  recorded using the 
The flux change regis tered is approxi- 
Coincidence observations between SC-1 and the voltage probes ac ross  the 
superconducting loop, see  Figure 37, show that both wires  see  a net flux change 
and that this change was grea te r  in the Nb-Zr loop. SC-2 was also monitored, 
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50 p V / c m  
H = 1 5  kG 
dH - .- - 500 gauss/sec 
dt 
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Figure 37. Simultaneous Traces  F r o m  SC-1 and Nb-Zr Loop 
sc-I 
Nb-Zr Loop 
H = 15 k G  
_-  dH  500 Rauss/sec - 
dt 
10 p s e c / c m  I 
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Figure 38. Pulse F r o m  0.010-in. -Diameter Copper Wire 
Loop Substituting for the Nb-Zr Loop 
and pulses s imi la r  to those seen f r o m  SC-1 were  found but did not coincide with 
the SC-1 events. 
were  localized. 
It appears that the pulses originated in the super-magnet  but 
In a third experiment, conducted to confirm the origin of these pulses,  the 
Nb-Zr loop was replaced with a 0.010-in. -diameter  copper wire. 
experiment was repeated and the pulses shown in F igure  38 were  observed f rom 
the 0.010-in. -diameter copper wire  loop. 
The preceding 
The lowest voltage t r ace  is noise; 
~~ 
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the intermediate t r ace  shows typical small  pulses;  and the l a rges t  pulse, though 
partially blanked by the scope, i s  essentially the same  as seen in the N b - Z r  
loop in Figure 36a. 
(10 to 20 kG), a s  those seen f rom search  coils and the Nb-Zr loop (Figures  
36b and 37). 
the windings of the supermagnet immediately adjacent to the Nb-Zr loop. 
The la rges t  pulses were  observed in the same field range 
Thus, the pulses observed in the second experiment originated in 
C. CONCLUSIONS 
Several  conclusions can be drawn f rom these experiments.  F i r s t ,  cr i t ical  
cur ren ts  in one -turn,  superconducting loops paral le l  solenoid and short  sample 
cu r ren t  behavior quite closely in that the loop cr i t ical  cur ren t  is essentially the 
s a m e  as solenoid cr i t ical  cur ren ts  (-18 amp) and also the same  a s  the maximum 
stable super -cur ren t  found in short  sample tes t s  of the s a m e  wire. 
f l u x  jumps could not be detected in this single turn solenoid simulation with the 
single loop sea rch  coils. 
source  in transient magnet field work. 
quiet for  constant field work, especially i f  pers is tent  switches a r e  employed. 
Second, 
Third,  a superconducting solenoid can be a noisy 
However, supermagnets should be very 
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111. MULTI-PROBE SOLENOID STUDIES 
A multi-probe solenoid(4) has been tested in external fields up to 18.7 kG. 
The external fields, supplied by a 3-in. -ID, 8-in. -long superconducting solenoid, 
were  homogeneous to *lo% over the volume of the multi-probe solenoid. During 
all tes t s ,  the external field, H 
probe magnet, H , was increased at  a constant ra te  of 100  gauss / sec  until an 
SN transition occurred. 
core  sensing a r r ay  described in a previous report .  ') In a l l  t es t s ,  He and Hm 
were  in the same direction and were  the central  fields of the respective 
solenoid. 
was held constant, while the self-field of multi-  e '  
m 
The normal  region was then mapped using the magnet 
Figure 39 shows the multi-probe solenoid, solenoid support, and magnetic 
core  sensing array.  
probe windings and show the location and shape of the normal  region af ter  each 
transition. Examination of these figures reveals  the following pattern. The 
normal  region i s  located near  one end of the solenoid when H 
40a-c). e 
in the coil, but includes par t  of the central ,  inner windings. 
(Figure 40e),  the shape of the normal  region approaches that for  no external  
field, in which the ends of the coil remain superconducting. 
in Figures  40a-c a r e  relatively small ,  possibly because there  i s  l e s s  magnetic 
energy to propagate the normal  region than in the subsequent tes ts .  
Figures  40a-b a r e  cross-sect ional  views of the multi- 
= 2 0  kG (F igures  
(Figure 40a),  the normal  region is concentrated 
e 
At s t i l l  lower fields 
At lower values of H 
The normal  regions 
When the multi-probe experienced an SN transi t ion,  the external solenoid 
would go normal also,  and it is not known which coil w a s  the initiator. 
mat te r  which coil initiated the transit ions,  an important resul t  is that the 
transit ion was t ransferred to the second coil electromagnetically instead of 
thermally because in every transit ion the multi-probe windings between the 
external solenoid and the normal  regions in the multi-probe coil remain  
superconducting. 
No 
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00-101329 
Figure 39. Photograph of Multi-Probe Solenoid Showing Solenoid and 
Support Structure and 85 P a i r s  of Voltage Probes Leading 
F r o m  Solenoid to the Magnetic -Core Sensing Array 
7 3  
p- 7.6 cm 1 NORMAL 
SUPER- = CON DUCTING 
(a 1 
( f )  
2 - 18- 66 
1, 12.5 amp 
ti,,,=12.6kG 
I, = 15.0 amp 
Ht -31.3 kG 
He = 18.9 kG 
I,, = 15.3 amp 
Hm=15.4 kG 
11 = 10.0 amp 
H, = 12.5 kG 
Ht a n 9  kG 
Im -19.5 amp 
h=19.7 kG 
4 = 5.0 amp 
y = 6.2 kG 
Ht ~25 .9  kG 
Im = 17.5 amp 
THE EXTERNAL 
FIELD SUPER- 
MAGNET WAS 
REMOVED 
Hm= 17.7 kG 
2468 - 2540 
t 
Figure  40. Mult i -Probe Solenoid C r o s s  
Section Showing Super and Normal  
Regions After SN-Transi t ions in 
External  F ie lds  
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